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We apply regularization of divergent integrals in the derivation of the asymptotic
expansion of certain multi-dimensional generalized functions. We further present
several illustrations to demonstrate that the asymptotic development of generalized
functions provides a lucid formulation of many concepts in asymptotic analysis
such as the expansion of oscillatory integrals and the expansion of certain series.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our aim is to study some aspects of the asymptotic expansion of
distributions. Perhaps the best way to introduce the problems we wish
to alnalyze is by giving an example. Suppose one is interested in the
asymptotic behavior as 1x1+ co of the function

(1.1)
then a possible approach would be to use the Taylor expansion
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which could be argued to hold if \yI e 1x1and substitute in (1.1) to obtain

There are many details that have to be attended to if (1.3) is to hold, such
as how smooth 4 is or whether f(x), Df(x), ... is an asymptotic sequence
as 1x1-+ co. Such aspects are best analysed in each particular case.
The situation we would like to highlight is the following. Assume that
f(x) is smooth for x # 0, but that ,f is discontinuous or singular at x = 0.
Then the derivatives f(x), Df(x), . ., etc., could be computed in two ways,
namely, as classical derivatives or as generalized derivatives. The question
that arises is which of these derivatives should be used.
A very relevant esample is provided by integrals of the type
(1.4)
that arise very frequently in all fields of potential theory. In this case
f(x) = l/lx/. The derivatives of all orders of f(x) were obtained recently,
both in the classical and distributional frameworks [ 1, 6, 81. It thus raises
the question as to whether the singular part of the derivatives of l//xl
should be included in (1.3) or not.
An argument that could be used to justify that only the classical part
should be included is that the singular part consists of a sum of Dirac delta
functions concentrated at the origin and therefore such singular part
“vanishes in the far-field.” That this is not completely the case will emerge
from our analysis, but even if accepted the question of the meaning of an
“asymptotic series” of the type

(1.5)
remains.
There are other instances where series of delta functions occur in connection with asymptotic expansions. In fact, Glizer and Dimitriev [12] have
shown that some singular parturbation problems for ordinary differential
equations can be formally solved by using a series of Dirac delta functions.
Furthermore, series of Dirac delta functions can also be found in other
parts of the theory of differential equations. The fact that series like (1.5)
can be immediately written down from the knowledge of the moments
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makes them very appealing in the theory of orthogonal polynomials [20].
Also, it has been shown that series of delta functions can be built to
formally solve many differential equations with polynomial coefficients,
such as the hypergeometric differential equation [ 17,231.
Motivated by these considerations we built a theory of the asymptotic
expansion of generalized functions [9]. We proved that any generalized
function f(x) defined in [w” that “decays very fast as 1x1+ co” admits an
asymptotic expansion of the form
f(Ax) -

f (- 1)‘“’ “,sf;=;yn),
‘a’=0

as l-roe,

(1.6)

where ,u~= (f(x), xa) are the moments off:
Observe that instead of studying the expansion of f(x) as x + co we
consider the parametric versionS(ilx) as 2 --) co. This is very natural since
we are dealing with distributions. Recall, for instance, that the value of a
distribution f(x) at a point x0 is defined as the weak limit off(x, + EX) as
E+ 0, if the limit exists [ 181.
The precise meaning of the expression ‘f(x) decays very fast as x -+ co”
is that f belongs to spacesof distributions such as P’, Ol,, or X’, duals of
spaces of “tempered” test functions. These spaces are defined in Section 2.
The interesting situation is that functions which oscillate rapidly can be
considered to decay in the distributional sense. Therefore the expansion
(1.6) holds for a very large class of distributions.
The parametric definition permits us to give a proper interpretation to
the singular part in expansions like (1.3). Furthermore, the understanding
of these divergent series of delta functions allows a simplified approach to
many problems in the asymptotic development of inegrals and series.These
ideas have already found application in the study of the semi-classical
expansion in Quantum Mechanics [S] and in the study of expansions in
number theory [4].
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the second section we define the
spaces of distributions needed for our purposes and state the conditions
that guarantee the validity of the expansion (1.6). We also give the notation used for theorems and briefly recall some ideas about the regularizations of divergent integrals. In the third section we illustrate with several
examples how the asymptotic development of generalized functions
provides an abstract formulation of many important ideas in asymptotic
analysis. The distributional analysis allows us to treat such diverse
questions as Laplace’s formula, the expansion of oscillatory integrals, and
the expansion of series in a unified way.
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2. BASIC RESULTS
Many tensorial quantities occur in the present analysis and we first
explain the notation. If T = ( Tilh iw) and S = (S,, ..i,) are two tensors of
order N, then their inner product is the complete contraction
T II S=Ti,. .i,,S,, iv>

(2.1 1

where we have used the summation convention. In case the tensors are
symmetric, an alternative description is available. If a = (a,, .... a,) E fV” is
a multi-index with ICC= C:=, aj = N, then we can assign to a the number
T(a) = T,,
where (i,, .... i,,,) is such that / (li : ik =j}l = CI,.Observe that
formula (2.1? then takes the form
T I/ S=

c
lol=iv

$ T(a)S(cc),

(2.2)

.

where a!=~, ,..x n !. We remark the use of the notation D”’ for the tensor
operator (P/dxi, . .. axi,.,) and D” for the operator 8“‘/at; ... ~3:. As it is
clear, o”(a) = D” if /aI = N,
If S and T are symmetric tensors of orders M and N, respectively, then
ST will denote their symmetric product, that is, the symmetrization of their
tensor product S@ T. Similarly, Sy will denote the symmetric product
S. S ... S (q-times). As usual 6 = (6,) will denote the Kriinecker delta.
Observe also that xN is the tensor of order N with components x,, ..x,,,
and x” = xN(a)=x4’ . ..x>.
Next we shall consider the spaces of distributions that are used in this
article. For the standard spacessuch as 9’(V), E(U), and 9”(R”) we refer
to the textbooks [2, 10, 14-16, 211. We shall also need to consider several
spaces of distributions that “decay very fast at infinity,” duals of spacesof
“tempered” test functions.
The space S(lP) consists of these smooth functions 4(x) that satisfy
lim,,,
e ““‘Dad(x) = 0 for each y > 0 and each fl E fU”, with seminorms
II~II,,p= sup{ le~yt”~DB&x)l : x E R”}. The dual space sl’(lP) consists of
the distributions of exponential decay at infinity [ 16,201.
The spaces O&Rn), y E R, consists of these smooth functions d(x) that
satisfy Dad(x) = O(lxly) as x + co for every BE N” [2]. The space &.(R”)
is the inductive limit lim$(R”) as y -+ co [14,21]. The elements of Gl,(R’)
are generalized functions that decay fast at infinity in the distributional
sense.The typical elements of &~(lR”) are kernels that show rapid oscillation at infinity such as e”““.
The space 0,,,,(EY) consists of smooth functions whose derivatives are
bounded by polynomials (of probably different degrees). The Fourier transform F interchanges 0,. and oh,, that is, F(Q)= Oh,, F(OM)=CC;. [21].
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Another useful space is X(P), formed by those smooth functions that
satisfy D~B’~(x)=O(~x(y~~B~) as x + cc for some?.
The basic result that permits one to give an interpretation as asymptotic
series to divergent series of delta functions such as Cc, =0 a,Da~(x) is the
moment asymptotic expansion [7,9].
THEOREM

1. Let A(W) be any of the spaces &, 9, c!&, Co,, or Xx. Then

ZffE AI'(

where pL, are the moments of the generalized function A

Al=(f(x),x">,
in the sense that if 4 E A(W)

(2.4)

then

We remark that the moment asymptotic expansion does not hold in
spaces such as ?3 or Y. We also remark that this theorem allows us to
interpret a divergent series of delta functions I;, =o a,D’V(x)
as an
asymptotic series as 1x1+ co.
A useful generalization is obtained by considering an asymptotic
sequence MA-4 > as x + 0, i.e., with 4,,+ 1= ~(4,) as x + 0, with the
property that {d!?(x)} is still an asymptotic sequence as x--t 0 for each
k: 0, 1, 2, ... . The space A{bn}, where A is any standard space of test functions, consists of those smooth functions $(x) defined in (0, co) that satisfy
the condition defining the space A as x + co, while as x + 0, they satisfy
for each k : 0, 1, 2, ....
I)(~)(X) N a &jk’(x)+a,qqyx)+

...,

as x + 0,

(2.6)

for some constants a,, a,, a2, ... . We write a,< (6,(x), $(x)) or
4dx) = 4, 1w(4.
The typical cases are 4”(x) = xan, where Re a, r co, or logarithmic scales
of the type (In x)~.x~., .... (In x)x’“, xan,where k, are integers and Re a,, t co.
When A is any of the spaces 8, 9, LoC,IQ,, or X then any f .sA'{xan}
admits the moment expansion

f(Ax)- f 9,
II=0

as 1-00,

ASYMPTOTIC

where 6,(x) =x-%3(x)

EXPANSION

and
L” = (f(x),

(2.8 1

XI”) >.

Similar results are obtained for logarithmic
f~ A’{ (In x)xan, x9”}, then
f(Lx)-

-f -h
n=O
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ln ~J,(x) + Pan,
2Ini- I

scales. In particular

+ P,&(x)

as &x,

if

(2.9)

where 6, = .v%(x),
$, = (xanln x)-l 6(x), ~1,~
= (f(x), x+), and fi,, =
(f(x), x’” In x).
We would also like to highlight some aspects of the regularization
problem. Suppose for instance that LIPis a Radon measure in the interval
(0, b) that satisfies

14,(x)1
dIPI(xl<x
sob

(2.10)

for some n. Then dp might not belong to &‘{ 4,) since the integral
(2.11)

i obWI 4-4~)

may diverge for some 1(1
E a{ d,}. H owever, it is possible to regularize the
divergent integral (2.11). That is, we can find elements fi E &‘{ 4,) with the
property that (fi, I++)= si 1+5(x)dp(x) whenever (dj(x), I++(X))= 0, 0 <j <
n - 1. Unfortunately, regularizations are not unique since ,Li+ C;= i c,6, is
another regularization for arbitrary constants cO,.... c, ~~,.
There is no standard procedure to obtain regularizations. We have
discussed the various regularizations of H(x)xq (qc@) where H(x) is the
Heaviside function, as well as the corresponding problem of regularizing
lxIy (q E C) in Iw” elsewhere [S]. For our present purposes it is worth while
to briefly summarize some of those ideas.
The finite part in the sense of Hadamard of the integral 12 x”+(x) dx,
where + E Y{xxn} is obtained by writing the integral fp x4$(x) dx as the
sum of two terms, II(&) and Z*(E), where II(&) contains the negative powers
or logarithmic terms and where ZZ(&)tends to a finite limit as E-+ 0. The
value of lim E+OZ2(&) is the finite part of the integral, denoted as
FPS,” x4$(x) dx. Act ua11y, it is easy to show that if $(x) rr aox”” + a, xX1+
a 2 xz2
. then
2 +
x4($(x)

- i
/=O

+ bmx”+(x)
s
409!163.1-18

a.bq+?+’

a,x? i+ r- + ,
/

d,u,

(2.12)
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if q+ctj# -l,j:O,...,

n, q+a,+,>

-1, while

Fp lamx”+(x) dx =
j#i

+ jbmx”@(x) dx
if q= -ai- 1.
The regularization Pf(H(x)x*)
(fTfWb)x”),

(2.13)

is defined by
vG)> = FP JamxV(x) dx.

The regularization Pf( 1x 1”) in the space Y’(R”)
polar coordinates as
<Ullxly)~ d(x)> = <W(H(r)rq+“-‘),

(2.14)

is obtained by using
@(r)),

(2.15)

where

o(r) = J,,,=14(v) d4y).

(2.16)

Since @(*j)(O)#O, 1, 2, .... the regularization Pf( Ix]“) considered as a
function of q E C is analytic except at the points q = -n, -n f 2,
-n&4, ... . The formulas for the derivatives DNPf( [xl”) given in [S] (see
(3.32) and (3.35)) will contain extra delta function terms only when
q= -n-2m for some mEZ.
3. APPLICATIONS
We shall now give several examples which show that the asymptotic
expansion of generalized functions provide an appropriate framework to
study several questions in the theory of asymptotic expansions of integrals.
EXAMPLE 1. Let us start with the function f(x) = e-Ix”. Sincefbelongs
to P’(Wn), the moment asymptotic expansion holds for J Its moments are
given as pcl= 0 unless a = 28, in which case
-~(~)
P'zh....,28. -

. . . y$l).

(3.1)

Thus, as 13 CC
(3.2)
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in the space 9’( R”). Therefore, if ~+4
E P( KY) then

R”

e

(3.3)

as I+co.

EXAMPLE 2. Next let us consider the asymptotic development of the
multi-dimensional integral

-“h’X)q5(~) dx.

w=J/-

(3.4)

We assume that h(x) is smooth and that c+~E~(U), where Ii is a small
enough neighborhood of the critical point x0, so that it contains no other
critical points of h. As far as the critical point x0 we suppose it is of nondegenerate type Z, in the terminology of Focke [lo]: This means that
cYz/~x,)xg= 0, 1 d id n, while the Hessian matrix A = [c?J*~/c?x~
ax, 1X,,] is
positive definite.
Under these circumstances it is possible to find a local change of
variables y = ‘u(x) = (tij(x)) with Y(x,) = 0, a($, , .... $,,)/a(~, , .... .Y,?)> 0
and with
h(x) = 4x0) + IWx)12,
for x near x0.
Then, if we use (3.2), we obtain

as ;.+ c/j (3.5)
in the space 9(U).
Here D2BS(\Y(x)) is to be handled by using the standard definition of
change of variables in generalized functions. In particular,

&y(x)) = 6(x- xcJ
det Pw(xoN

2”‘%(x - x0)

(3.6)

= Jm’

and thus the leading term of the expansion (3.5) takes the form
e -Wx) = e-Gxo)

detA))1’26(x-xo)+0

(. 11
&

(3.7)
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as A-+ cc in the space g(U). This formula is the distributional version of
the well-known Laplace asymptotic approximation

-“h’“‘d(X)dx,,-Ah(Rd[(f)“‘-$f&+o

(+J]~

as A-+co.
(3.8)
The distributional framework also permits us to obtain the development
of the integral Z(A) about degenerate critical points. In order to show how
this can be done, we shall need the moment asymptotic expansion of the
function e-“2k, k : 1, 2, 3, .... which belongs to S’(R). It is given by
e ~ i.x*k
EXAMPLE

as A-tco.

(3.9)

3. Let us consider the integral
Z(l) = jr

jm

--m --m

(3.10)

e-“(“2+y4)cj(x, y) dx dy,

where 4 E .?F(R2).
Use of (3.9) yields
e -qx* +yd)= e-1x*e - ly4

_r(l/2)f(l/4)S(x)S(~)
2A314

+r(l/2)rl3/4)s(x)6”(y)
412sl4

Z(1/2)Z-(5/4)6(x)6”“‘(y)
48
+ r(3/2)r(l/4)Sl(x)S(y)

4

i+

..

A714

and it follows that
z(n) - U1/2)Q1/4hW
2A314

1

’

0) + r(l/2)r(3/4)(a2~lay2)(0,
4A5i4

+ r(1/2)r(5/4)(a4~//ay4)(0,
48
[
+ r(3/2)r(1/4)(d2~lay2)(0,
4

0)

1

0) L

1714

+ ..

0)
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A similar analysis can be applied to integrals of the type
-h’“‘cj(~)
I(I.)=jRne

dx,

where 4~: 9(U), U a small neighborhood of the critical point x0, if we
can find a local change of variables y = Y(x) with Y(x,,) = 0,
a($, , .... $,)/8(x,, .... x,) > 0 such that
h(x) = h(x,) + $:“(x, + ‘.. + +qYx).
If k, dkz<

... bk,, we obtain
e Ih( x le

j.h(.ro)

+o

f(1/2k,).‘.r(1/2k”)6(x-x,)
k, . . .k,(& D~‘(~,))j~‘~*~l+ ..’ +“2kn

(.

;I l/Zk,

1
+

+ l/Zk,m,

+ 3/k,

’

The same technique applies to other types of singularities, including
regularizations of divergent integrals.
EXAMPLE 4. Let us consider the generalized function f&x) =
Pf( IxIy)eC’x’2, where Pf(rY) is the Hadamard finite part regularization
defined in Section 2. Its moments are given as

p:=

(j,(x),

xa) = @jr

e ‘*Y”- ’ +y+‘a’ dr

toe do(o)

,

0

where S, = {x E I%”: Ix/ = l} is the unit sphere in IF!” and do is the
Lebesgue measure in the sphere.
It follows that ~1..= 0 unless a = 28, in which case

I&=

1/2)...m,+
r(lPI +(n+q)P)W,+
r(lBI + 42)
q# -n,

while if q= --n--m,

-n-2,

-n-4,...

(3.11)

m :O, 1, 2, ... then

(m- IBIYr(lSl ++I
Il;p=

l/2)

r(lBI-m)r(B1+1/2)...T(Pn+1/2)
r(lSI + 42)

9

O<IflI<mm,
(3.12)

ISIam+ 1,
(3.13)
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where $(z) = r ‘( z)/T( z ) is the digamma function, so that in particular,
Ii/(k) = 1+ l/2 + . . A+ l/(k - 1) - y, y being Euler’s constant [24]. Therefore, if q# -n-2m

as 1+00.

(3.14)

Since
v-(IN”)

(3.15)

= ~qm-(IxIy)

if A > 0 and q # -n - 2m, it follows that if 4 E 9( Rn) then
Fp s,. lxly e-“‘x’2d(x) dx
.“*r( N + (n + q)/2)
D2’4P)
22NT(N + n/2)
,6;N fl!AN+q+“‘2’

-N?o

(3.16)

When q = -n - 2m, m : 0, 1,2, ... then
pJ(l~xt --n4m)e--1.1xl*
- .f (-l)“-“$(m-N+
1)~“‘~
N=O 2*‘(m-N)!T(N+n/2)
+ .=f+,

$&-j-jrn;;;;)

D2+5(x)
; fy~N+nW
IPI-N *

(3.17)

but since

where [6]
2f(m + 1/2)x+
r(m+n/2)

cm,n-

lv2

(3.19)

’

we find that if 4 E P( R”) then
e-Aix12q5(x)

c

1nR.

FPIRn ,Xln+2m ~x-~V2”(e-“‘““/(x))l~=0
m (-l)‘+“$(m-N+i)
c
D2%W
+c
,=,22N(m-N)!~(N+n/2),P,=Nfl!AN-n/2-2m
+,=;+,

;:&N~;;;;)

;
IBI-N

D’+~(x)
~qN-n/2-22m’

’

as I--+cQ.

(3.20)
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The fact that the moment asymptotic expansion also holds for kernels of
rapid decay permits us to apply the same analysis to oscillatory integrals.
EXAMPLE

5. The asymptotic evaluation of finite Fourier transforms of

the type
@(A) = Fp j” e’““&x)

u

(3.21)

dx

was given by Erdelyi [3] by using integration by parts.
Here we assume that 4 is smooth in (a, 6) and has developments of the
type
q3(a+x)-

(A,+Bilnx)xaJ,

as x --+0,

(3.22a)

f (C,+Djlnx)x$,
;=o

as x--t 0,

(3.22b)

f
j=O

$(b-x)-

where Re CI,7 co. A simple argument involving neutralizers shows that we
have
@p(A)
- @Jo(A)
+ @b(A),

where Qj,(1) = e”“Fp [OX e”“d I (x) dx,

Qb(J)= eiLbFp f: e’““&(x) dx and where d,(x) and #z(x) have the same
developments as those of 4(x + a) and +4(b- x), as x + 0, respectively. But
this follows as
@,(J.)-eiia f
/=o
Qb(A) - eiib f

‘,

(3.23a)

[Cjv(ctj) + Dj(v’(ccj) - v(ctj) In L)]P’fm I,

(3.23b)

CAjp(Mj)

+

Bj(p'(aj)

-p(c(,) In l)]I.-“J

j=O

as ,I + US,where
xbe’x dx = r(* + 1)e+ + 1j/2,

v(~)=Fpl]~~

x’ec’“dx=T(a+

1)e mnr’a+‘)‘2,

and where the finite part values are used if c(= - 1, - 2, - 3, ...
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EXAMPLE 6. Let us now consider the asymptotic development of the
oscillatory integral

(3.24)

I(A) = i,. eiAh(x)fj(x)dx,

We assumethat h(x) is smooth and that x,, is a critical point in the sense
that (c%/~x,)(x,) = 0, 1~ i < II. We also suppose that 4 E S’(U) where U is
a small enough neighborhood of x0 so that it contains no other critical
points of h.
The general case is very difticult. However, if x0 is non-degenerate in the
sensethat the Hessian matrix A = (8h/8xi ax,l,,) is non-singular, then it is
possible to use Morse’s theory [19] to guarantee the existence of a local
change of variables y = Y(x) = ($i(x)) with !P(x,) = 0, a(til, .... IC/n)/
a(x 1, ***, x,) > 0 and with

~(x)=Oo)+
i cqx,- i It;(x),
j=l

(3.25)

j=r+l

where r E { 1, .... n} depends only on h.
Observe now that
ei1x*
e-

i.2x2

andthusifB=(b,),
e9.x

Bx =

53

as A+ co (3.26)

ei.x? . ..eii.xf

as A--) cc (3.27)
wherebV=dii,
.e-iAxt+,

e”i(n-*r)/2e(“i/2)(“1+

1~i6r,b,i=-6,i,r+1~i,<n,

. ..,-ii.xi
...

+a,--or,+,-

...

-dqal+

l/2)

. . .r(ul+

1pp2a6(x)

(2a)lp+“/2

=c
laJ=O

(3.28)
Therefore
eiAh(x)

=

eilh(xo)eiAlv(x)

‘BY(x)

N eii.h(xo)
fI
Ial =o

eni(n-2r)/4e(Ri/2)(~1+
=

...

+ar-h-

l/2)

... -dqa+

(2a)l;ll”l

. . rccr

”

+

1p)p6(Y(x))

+a

(3.29)
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Observe that the leading term takes the form

(3.30)

the distributional version of the so-called Kelvin’s formula.
In the preceding examples we have considered the asumptotic development of f(,Ix) as ,I -+ cc when f is a distribution of rapid decay at infinity.
The situation when f does not vanish at infinity is more complicated; this
applies in particular if f~ 9’ or f~ Y’. The general rule seemsto be that
the expansion of f(,Ix) will contain two types of terms, namely, those
arising from the ordinary expansion of f(x) as x -+ cc and those arising
from the moment asymptotic expansion. The one-dimensional situation is
considered in [9]. Here we want to consider some multi-dimensional cases.
In order to present our results it is convenient to indicate that any
generalized function of any of the standard spaces of distributions such as
g’(W), 8’(W), Y’(W), etc., admits the Taylor expansion.
as c -0,
f(x+&~)-~~~~iDli(x)lly”)i:“,

(3.31)

for any fixed y E R”.
EXAMPLE 7. Let us consider the asymptotic development as 1.-+ CCof
the distribution f(x) = Pf( Ix + yJy), where y E R” is fixed. As it is to be
expected, two casesarise depending on whether q + n is an even integer or
not.
Let us first consider the case when q # -n - 2m, m : 0, + 2, ... . Then
(3.15) and (3.31) yield

But the formula for te derivative DNF’f( /xl “) is given by [6, S]
CNDI

2N-*jr(q/2

+ l)N!

DNV-(lx14) = j=O
C T(q/2-N+j+l)j!(N-2j)!

XN-2ippf(lX~~

2N+3),
(3.32)
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where the symmetric product is used, and thus
J~x+y14NPf(IX14)124+q(X.y)pf(lXIy-2)~4-’
+ c9(4-2)(x~Y)2~f(lxIy-4)+s

lY12pfw-2)

IA4

2

+ c4(4-2)(q-4)(x.Y)3~f(lxly-6)
+3q(q-2)(x.y)ly12Pf(lxl~-4)]1~-3+

.,.),

as /l+co
(3.33)

so that if q5E Y( R’),
@j

d(x) Ilx+Yl~dx-I.UFI,j~“)(x)
R”
+q12@Fp

jR"(X.Y)

Ix14dx

1x1"-'qqx)dx

r

+1."-2~q(q--2)Fpj~"(X.y)21XIq-4~(X)dX
+q lylZFp j

R”

lxr’&x)dx]+

a...

(3.34)

When q = -n - 2m, m : 0, + 1, + 2, .... the formulas become more complicated, since now (3.18) has to be taken into account while the derivative
DNP’( 1x1-n-2m) contains some extra delta function terms [6, 81
D”‘Pf((xJ -2-2m)
cN’21(- 1)N-i2”-2jT(n/2
j=O

+m + N-j)N!
T(n/2 + m)(N- 2j)!j!

x &jxN-2jpf

Ix1

=c

--n-2m-2N+2j

CN/21

-

2jr(n/2 + m + j)c m+j.nPN.iGjDN-2jV2”+2j~(X)
j= (Iml-m)/2 r(n/2+m)(N-2j)!j!
c

where the PN,j are the constants given by PO.0= 0,

a,,o=;+&+
while BO,.=O, pb 1, and

... +,+:,-,,

4211,

(5.35)
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Thus, we obtain
f(ix)

= Pf( IAX+ yl --n ~2m)

+

i

(n+2m)(n+2m+2)(x.y)2Pf

-(n+2m)

/y12Pf(lX,n+llm+2~

(n + 2m)cr?l+ I,n
-(2m+2)!(n+2m+2)

-

ly12V2m+26(X)

1

n+2m+n+2m+2

x3.

n+:m+2+

( ,x,n:2m+4)

‘.‘t

’

) DbV’“d(x)}

as A-+cc

(3.36)

in the space Y’(EP), where D,. = y f D is the derivative in the y direction.
Observe that V’jS(x) = 0 if j = - 1, - 2, - 3, ... .
EXAMPLE

8. We shall now consider the asymptotic development of the

integral
(3.37)

the problem we mentioned in the Introduction.
The Taylor expansion of Ix - yI --I for s 6 r where Y= 1x1,s = IyI is

1
-3

a3
yiyfyk ax.ax
I I ax k

(3.38)
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where the summation convention is used. Thus,

1

a3

-T!Y~y~ykaxiaxjaxk

0 1
1 + ...
r

dy.

If we now use (3.35) with n = 3, m = - 1, that is,
D”‘Pj

;
0

cN’21(- 1)N-j2N--2jr(N-j+

= 1

$qiqj-j

j=O

1/2)N! *jXN‘JPf(

,.t2N-2j l

)

CNPI
-

,F,

22j-3j!(iNi7;!(Ne2j)!

(-1)”1 &iDN-2Jt72i-2qX),

2N-2q-

(3.39)

we obtain

(3.40)

The formula (3.40) contains two types of terms, namely the pseudofunc) and the delta function terms. The
tion terms of the type Pf((l//;l~j)~~+’
pseudofunction terms arise from the clasical expansion of $(x) as 1x1-+ cc
while the delta function terms arise from the moment asymptotic
expansion. Observe that this expansion contains logarithmic terms since
according to (3.18) the generalized function Pf(r-3-2m), m : 0, 1, 2, ... is
not homogeneous but an associated homogeneous function.
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Finally, it is worth while to point out that sharper multi-dimensional
expansions can be obtained by using the theory of topological tensor
products [13, 221. The basic result [9] is that iff(x y) is a distribution of
the space (A(W)@, EE(V))‘, where A is any of the spaces P(W), 8(W),
Cnc(W), etc., where the moment asymptotic expansion holds, and where
8(V) is any space of functions over a manifold V, then we have

where pa(y), the “moments,” are distributions of B’(V) given by
MY),

(3.42)

$(Y)) = u-(x, Yh XV(Y)>?

for + E IEg(
V). These formulas have found application in the study of semiclassical expansions in Quantum Mechanics [S].
A particularly interesting case is the expansion off(Rr, o) =f(Ix) where
r= 1x1,coESl, x = ro, are polar coordinates in W. Here we can consider
fe (A(+} 0 WS,))‘, where Re CI,t co. The expansion takes the form
(3.43)

where 6,(r) = r -“,6(r). Observe that while the moment asymptotic expansion permits us to develop (f(nx), 4(x)) when 4 is smooth, the expansion
(3.43) permits us to consider d to be smooth except at x = 0, where it has
an expansion of the form
f$(ro) - rzLa,(o) + razuz(o) + Pa3(o)

and where ai

= (6,(r), qi(ro))

+ .. .,

as r -0,

(3.44)

belongs to B(S,).

EXAMPLE 9. Let V be an open subset of the unit sphere S, of Iw” and
let V, = { ro : a E V, r > 0} be the associated cone. Let y(o) be a continuous
function on I/ that satisfies y(o) > m > 0, o E I/. Then if q >, 1, the kernel

F(r, 0) = e-d”y’0)

(3.45)

belongs to the space (Piran} @,, C( 8))‘. In fact, what is required to verify
is that for any 4 E C(P) the function

@i(r)= 1” e -“y’“+qo) do(o),
belongs to 9’{P}.

(3.46)

But Q(r) is clearly continuous for rE Iw, while
I@(r)1 < emmrulv I&ON do(o) and th us Q(r) can be regularized in P{ rrn ).
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The moments are

and thus

in the space P{ ran} @>,C( V). Therefore if 4(x), x E Vc decreasesexponentially as 1x1-+ cc while
q5(ro) - r%,(co) + roL2a2(o)+ . . .,

as r-b 0,

where ai E C(F), then we have
IK

e-A-y’X)tj(x) dx
,(co)y(o)-(J+“)‘y

do(o)

1

12-(‘1+~)‘~, (3.48)

where we have denoted by y(x) the extension of y(w) given by
Y(X) = lx14 Y(XllXl).
In particular, if y(x) = x . y where y E R” is such that x . y > 0, y E V, then
we obtain the expansion of the following multi-dimensional Laplace transform
sv,

e-“x.y#(x)

dx-

‘f r(ctj+n)

lvaj(o)(x

.y)pa~-“do(o)i-‘~-n,

j=O

as A-co.

(3.49)
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